There is an increasing interest in providing common Web users with access to structured knowledge bases such as DBpedia, for example by means of question answering systems. An essential task of such systems is transforming natural language questions into formal queries, e.g. expressed in SPARQL. To this end, such systems require knowledge about how the vocabulary elements used in the available ontologies and datasets are verbalized in natural language, covering different verbalization variants, possibly in multiple languages. An important part of such lexical knowledge is constituted by adjectives. In this paper, we present and evaluate a machine learning approach to extract adjective lexicalizations from DBpedia. This is a challenge that has so far not been addressed. Our approach achieves an accuracy of 91.15% on a tenfold cross validation regime. In addition to providing a first baseline system for the task of extracting adjective lexicalizations from DBpedia, we publish the extracted adjective lexicalizations in lemon format for free use by the community.
Introduction
There is an increasing interest in supporting common Web users in accessing structured knowledge bases such as DBpedia or Freebase, for example by means of question answering systems such as PowerAqua [16] , TBSL [23] , Bela [28] , QAKiS [5] and FREyA [7] . An essential task of such sys-B Sebastian Walter swalter@techfak.uni-bielefeld.de 1 Semantic Computing Group, CITEC, Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany tems is transforming natural language questions into formal queries, e.g. expressed in SPARQL. To this end, such systems require knowledge about how the vocabulary elements used in the available ontologies and datasets are verbalized in natural language, covering different verbalization variants, possibly in multiple languages.
An important part of such lexical knowledge is constituted by adjectives. For example, the 250 training and test questions of the QALD-4 [24] benchmark 1 for question answering over DBpedia contain 76 different adjectives. Most of these adjectives are gradable (e.g. high) or intersective (e.g. Australian). While the former cannot be directly represented in OWL (see [18] ), the latter denote simple restriction classes involving nominals. For example, Danish denotes the class ∃ country.{Denmark}, female denotes the class ∃ gender.{Female}, and Catholic denotes the class ∃ religion.{Catholic_Church, Catholicism}.
Knowledge about such adjectives is crucial, for instance, when translating natural language questions such as 1 into SPARQL queries such as 2. In this example, the required mappings of adjectives in the natural language question in 1 to the SPARQL query presented in 2 are as presented in Table 1 . (Note that for the adjective catholic two different representations in SPARQL are used, which are finally connected through a UNION.) These mappings are much harder to automatically find than, e.g. mapping the noun politician to the corresponding class Politician, in particular because the natural language string does not provide information on the required property.
As described in Sect. 5 in more detail, current approaches to learning lexicalizations, such as M-ATOLL [27] , BOA [8] and WRPA [25] , do not yet include methods for learning adjective lexicalizations. Therefore, the generated lexicons are necessarily incomplete and do not provide support when interpreting questions that include adjectives, such as the one above.
In this paper, we propose a machine learning approach to the extraction of adjective lexicalizations from a given knowledge base, in our case DBpedia, which is embedded in the framework M-ATOLL [27] . The paper is an extension of the work presented by Walter et al. [29] , where only simple heuristics were used to generate adjective lexicalizations. This heuristic-based approach is subsumed by the approach we present in this paper, as the heuristics are included as features in the machine learning approach we present here.
Applying our approach to the whole of DBpedia 2014, we extract 15,380 adjective lexicalizations with an accuracy of 91.15 %. We provide the extracted lexicalizations in lemon [19] format for free use: https://github.com/ag-sc/ matoll/public/june_2016/adjectives.ttl The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce our machine learning approach to extracting adjective lexicalizations, describing in particular the training dataset and the features used. In Sect. 3, we outline our experiments and results, providing insights into the impact of each feature on the task. We then describe the resulting adjective lexicalization dataset in Sect. 4. Before concluding, we discuss related work in Sect. 5.
Method
The main intuition underlying our approach to learn adjective lexicalizations with respect to a knowledge base is that an inspection of the objects occurring with a particular property often suggests relevant lexicaliziation candidates. The DBpedia property gender, for example, occurs very often with resources Male and Female as objects. Thus, male and female are obvious lexicalization candidates for the restriction classes ∃ gender.{Male} and ∃ gender.{Female}, respectively. Similarly, the property country occurs with objects like Denmark and Germany, which have related adjective forms Danish and German that are lexicalizations of the restriction classes ∃ country.{Germany} and ∃ country.{Denmark}, respectively.
In this section, we explain in detail how our approach implements the extraction of adjectives from object occurrences and the decision which of the resulting candidates are valid lexicalizations.
Algorithm
Our approach comprises four steps, which are presented as pseudocode in Algorithm 1. First, for a given property p, all RDF triples ( , p, o) are retrieved from the knowledge base (see Algorithm 1 line 2). In particular, we are interested in the resource labels and literals appearing at the object position of property p. From now on, for some object o, we refer to these labels and literals as label(o).
Algorithm 1
Then we extract adjective forms from the object labels by checking for each term occurring in the label whether WordNet [20] and DBnary [9] contain it as adjective, thereby building 3-tuples of the form (a, p, o) , where a represents the adjective form found in the label of the object o, and p is the property with which o occurred (see Algorithm 1 lines 4 and 5). For example, from the object label Catholic Church the term 'catholic' is extracted. These extracted 3-tuples represent the candidate lexicalizations.
Subsequently, we classify all 3-tuples (a, p, o) with respect to whether they constitute a valid adjective lexicalization or not. To this end, we train a classifier using the features described in Sect. 2.3 below. In case the 3-tuple is classified positively, we finally create a lexical entry in lemon format (see Algorithm 1 lines 7 and 8), using the template given in Fig. 1 . In lines 1-7 of Fig. 1 , a resource of type lemon:LexicalEntry is created, where lines 3-7 specify the basic linguistic properties of this entry, such as its canonical form, its sense, its syntactic behavior and part of speech (lexinfo:adjective in our case). The canonical form indicates the written representation of the adjective (line 9), e.g. Catholic.
The property lemon:sense is used to express the meaning of the adjective with respect to the corresponding knowledge base by pointing to a restriction class (line 12), for example ∃ religion.{Catholic_Church}, which is defined in lines 15-17. In this case, < p > would be filled with the property religion and < o > would be filled with the object Catholic_Church.
Furthermore, each entry specifies two syntactic behaviors of the adjective:
-an AdjectiveAttributiveFrame (lines [19] [20] , capturing the attributive use of the adjective, as in 'the catholic politician'.
-an AdjectivePredicativeFrame (lines [22] [23] , capturing the predicative use of the adjective, e.g. in a copula construction such as 'This politician is catholic'.
The full entry for the adjective Catholic is shown in Fig. 2 . We applied our approach to DBpedia 2014, processing every property and considering all objects of these properties. In the following sections, we describe how the training data for the classifier has been created and define the features used.
Training Dataset
Our training dataset consists of the five properties used by Walter et al. [29] , i.e. architecturalStyle, colour, geologicPeriod, militaryBranch and party, together with eight additional properties that were randomly chosen to reduce the bias in our evaluation towards these manually selected properties. The resulting 12 DBpedia properties are shown in Table 2 . For each of these properties, we extracted all objects from DBpedia 2014 by means of the following SPARQL query:
Given the resulting set objects( p), we compute the frequency freq( p, o) for each o ∈ objects( p). For instance, for the property religion, there are 28,928 different objects; the top 10 most frequent ones are given in Table 3 together with the number of their occurrences. For the given properties, all unique 3-tuples (a, p, o) were extracted. The number of 3-tuples extracted for each of the considered properties is shown in Table 2 ; it represents the amount of candidate adjective entries for that property. The authors of this paper then annotated all 3-tuples with respect to whether they represent a valid adjective lexicalization or not, resulting in 1074 valid lexicalizations and 1051 non-valid ones.
In the next section, we describe the features used to describe each 3-tuple.
Features
All features are defined over 3-tuples (a, p, o), where a is an adjective that occurs in the label of an object o, and p is the property with which o occurs. To formally define the features, we introduce the following functions, where KB denotes the underlying knowledge base (in our case DBpedia).
-The function label(o) returns the label of a given object o, e.g. for the resource Catholic_Church the label 
As an example, consider the object Greek_Orthodox _Church, which occurs 174 times in the overall list of objects for the property religion, i. In the following, we describe the features we used.
Normalized Object Frequency (NOF)
The normalized object frequency counts the number of times that an object o occurs in objects of the property p, divided by the number of objects that actually contain an adjective:
To illustrate this, consider the property religion with the object Greek Orthodox Church, which occurs 174 times in religion. The total number of adjectives occurring in those objects is 12,720; therefore, N O F D Bpedia (religion, GreekOrthodoxChurch) = 174 12,720 = 0.013.
Normalized Adjective Frequency (NAF)
The normalized adjective frequency counts the number of times a particular adjective occurs in objects of a given property p, normalized by the total number of adjectives:
As an example, consider the adjective Catholic. It appears 5,545 times in objects of the property religion, and the objects of that property contain 25,587 adjectives in total. Therefore, NAF D Bpedia (Catholic, religion) =
5,545
25,587 = 0.21. This means that out of all adjectives occurring in objects of the property religion, Catholic occurs in 21 % of the cases.
Adjective Ratio (AR)
The adjective ratio computes the number of objects of a property p that contain an adjective, normalized with respect to the total number of objects:
For the property religion, for example, 12,720 adjectives are found in 25,587 objects. Therefore, AR D Bpedia (religion) = 12,720 25,587 = 0.49, which means that only roughly half of its objects contain an adjective.
Pattern Ratio (PR)
We transform the label of each object o ∈ objects( p) into a pattern by replacing the corresponding adjective a by the string ADJ. For the property religion, for example, this yields the patterns shown in Table 4 . Therefore, the function pattern(o) which is used below returns for a given object o the corresponding pattern, e.g. for the object Greek Orthodox Church the pattern Greek ADJ Church is returned.
For each triple (a, p, o), we record the frequency of the pattern extracted from o normalized by the sum of the frequencies of all patterns in the dataset: 
The pattern ratio thus describes the number of occurrences of the pattern of a particular object compared to the sum of the occurrences of the patterns of all objects.ADJ Church
Part-of-Speech Pattern Ratio (POSPR)
Next, we define an extension of the patterns above, replacing all terms in an object label by their part-of-speech tag. The label Catholic Church, for example, would resolve into the pattern JJ NN. We refer to this pattern of an object o as POSpattern(o) and define the part-of-speech pattern ratio as follows:
It thus describes the number of occurrences of the partof-speech pattern of some object compared to the sum of occurrences of the part-of-speech patterns of all objects.
Position Features (AP, AFP, ALP)
This group of features encodes information about the position of the adjective a in the label of an object o.
For each 3-tuple (a, p, o), we encode the position at which a occurs in the label of o as a feature AP. For example, the adjective Catholic occurs in the label Catholic Church at position 1, while the adjective Orthodox occurs in Romanian Orthodox Church at position 2.
As specific cases, the Boolean feature adjective first position (AFP) indicates whether the adjective occurs as the first word in the label of the object, and the Boolean feature adjective last position (ALP) indicates whether the adjective occurs as the last word in the label of the object.
Normalized Levenshtein Distance (NLD)
This feature computes the normalized Levenshtein [15] distance between an adjective a and the label of an object o:
N L D(a, o) = LevenshteinDistance(a, label(o)) max(length(a), length(label(o)))
.
Character n-grams
For each adjective a in (a, p, o), we extract its character trigram and bigram suffixes. For example, for the adjective Hindu we extract the character trigram -ndu and the character bigram -du. For each such character n-gram, we construct one Boolean feature recording whether the n-gram occurs in the particular adjective a or not, yielding a total of 368 trigram and 160 bigram features for each adjective in our dataset.
Part-of-Speech Pattern (PP)
For each adjective a in (a, p, o) , we extract the part-ofspeech pattern P O Spattern(o). Overall, the data contains 428 different patterns. We include a feature for each of these 428 patterns indicating if the object o matches the given pattern.
Part-of-Speech Adjective Pattern (PAP)
For each adjective a in (a, p, o) , we replace a in the label of o by the string ADJ and replace all other terms by their partof-speech tag. For the adjective Catholic, for example, the object label Catholic Church is transformed into the pattern ADJ NN. We consider 398 patterns and as for the PP feature we include a feature for each of these 428 patterns indicating if the object o matches the given pattern. We use a tenfold cross validation setting to perform the feature selection. We do not evaluate the selected features on additional, unseen data, but we regard our results as clear indicators for the features that work well on the task, given that the results are similar across classifiers, with 91.15 % the top accuracy (Random Forest) and 82.68 % (Decision Table) the lowest.
In addition, we perform a tenfold cross validation to compute the accuracy of each feature in isolation; see Sect. 3.1.
The training data is as described in Sect.
and consists of the list of annotated 3-tuples (a, p, o).
With 1074 positive entries and 1051 negative entries, the dataset is balanced. We use the cross validation strategy built into WEKA; thus each triple (a, p, o) is contained in exactly onefold and triples sharing one element are not necessarily in the same fold.
Accuracy of Features in Isolation
We evaluated all 13 feature groups individually in a tenfold cross validation setting. The results are presented in Table 5 , starting with the feature group with the highest accuracy. Additionally, for each feature, the variance and standard deviation is given.
The feature with the highest impact is the normalized adjective frequency (NAF), reaching an accuracy of 83.48% with a standard deviation of 2.42, followed by the group of trigram features encoding the last three characters of an adjective, reaching an accuracy of 80.37% with a standard deviation of 2.49. Bigrams lead to an accuracy of 76.14 % with a standard deviation of 2.91. The features with the lowest impact are the features which encode the position of the adjective, namely AP, AFP and ALP, with an accuracy of 59.52, 57.93 and 54.21%, respectively. From these three, the AP feature is the best, as it encodes the direct position of the adjective and therefore indirectly subsumes the other two position features.
The adjective ratio AR was the main feature in our previous work [29] , representing the adjectivehood of the objects encountered for a property. It reaches an accuracy of 75.67% and ranks highest when using a Decision Tree classifier. 
Feature Analysis
To analyze the impact of the features also in combination with other features, we perform an exhaustive search over the possible feature combinations. This amounts to an evaluation of 8192 feature combinations. 2 Each combination was separately evaluated using our tenfold cross validation task, to determine the most effective feature combination. Table 6 reports the ten best combinations, all of which outperform each feature in isolation. The highest accuracy is 91.15 %, achieved by a Random Forest classifier and using only 7 out of the 13 feature groups; the lowest accuracy is 54 %. In Table 7 , we report the results achieved by all eight classifiers, once with the best feature combination (PR, ALP, Trigrams, AFP, AP, AR, see Table 6 ) and once using all features, showing that the Random Forest classifier achieves the best results in both cases.
It is interesting to highlight that the optimal feature combination for the Random Forest also represents the optimal feature combination for four out of the other seven classifiers (Decision Tree, Random Tree, Logistic Regression, Decision Table) . The Bayes Net classifier showed no difference in accuracy, while the SVM with SMO and the Voted Perceptron yield a small increase of accuracy when using all features.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss the results for six properties in more detail-three properties from the training set (colour, gender, religion) and three other prop- erties (governmentType, nationality, original Language) to verify the generalization of our approach to properties not seen during training. Table 8 shows the accuracy and the number of created lexical entries for the above-mentioned six properties. For each property, all lexical entries generated by our approach were manually evaluated, deciding whether they represent valid lexicalizations. The results show that our approach extracts reasonable lexicalizations, with an accuracy ranging from 67 % for governmentType to 100 % for originalLanguage.
In Table 9 , we show examples of the extracted adjectives for each property from Table 8 , together with the object from which the adjective was extracted.
An adjective that is frequently proposed by our method is the adjective united, occurring in object labels such as United States (with the property governmentType) or United Church of Christ (with the property religion). Such cases are difficult to automatically distinguish from cases where the lexicalizations are correct. In some cases it is, in fact, even hard to decide as a human whether the adjective is indeed a suitable lexicalization. For example, the property nationality often occurs with objects describing languages, such as French language and Kurdish languages.
We assume that we could improve the results by taking into account the range of a given property, thus learning that particular adjective lexicalizations make sense only for particular types of objects.
Another example that demonstrates the limitations of our approach is the property birthPlace. For this property a total of 2519 lexical entries were extracted; some example lexicalizations together with the corresponding object label are presented in Table 10 . The problem is that there is a high number of adjectives in the object labels, but most of them should be filtered out-a case that the classifiers did not encounter clearly enough during training.
Due to the nature of our approach, no adjective lexicalizations are extracted for datatype properties with literals other than strings. For properties such as birthDate, for example, adjective lexicalizations such as young or old would be relevant but fall outside the scope of our approach.
Resulting Dataset
We applied the trained Random Forest model to all 2796 properties in DBpedia 2014. This resulted in a lemon lexicon with 15,380 adjective entries, with an average of 14.2 entries per property. We make three datasets available: the file which was used to train the Random Forest model (adjective.arff), the model itself (adjective.model), and the resulting lemon lexicon in Turtle syntax (adjectivelexicon.ttl). All three files can be found at the following location: https:// github.com/ag-sc/matoll/tree/master/public/june_2016/ The implementation of our approach is open source and can be accessed in the LabelApproach folder of the M-ATOLL repository on GitHub: https://github.com/ag-sc/ matoll/
Related Work
There has been a substantial body of work on lexical acquisition from corpora [2, 22] . One important task in lexical acquisition is the extraction of verb frames and subcategorization frames from corpora (see, e.g. [21] ). There has also been a lot of work on clustering adjectives by their semantics [4, 6] . Further work has addressed the extraction of hyponyms and hypernyms from corpora [14] and of identifying the particular meaning of adjectives in adjective-noun phrase compounds, e.g. relying on topic models [11] [12] [13] . Adjectives have also been exploited as attributes to cluster nouns [1] .
However, there has been little work so far in identifying the meaning of adjectives with respect to existing large ontologies such as DBpedia. For example, Maillard et al. [17] have proposed a tensor-based framework using skip-gram models to represent the meaning of adjectives. This approach induces a latent semantics from a corpus rather than trying to capture the semantics of an adjective with respect to existing ontologies.
In contrast, Boleda et al. [3] create an ontology lexicon for Catalan, starting from a predefined list of adjectives, which are then classified into unary and binary (relational) adjectives.
In this paper, we have extended our ontology lexicalization approach M-ATOLL [26, 27] to adjectives. This makes it more extensive than other existing ontology lexicalization approaches, such as BOA [8] and WRPA [25] , which do not consider adjective lexicalizations.
Both M-ATOLL and BOA start from RDF triples from a linked data source and a corresponding text corpus and extract property lexicalizations from sentences containing the labels of the subjects and objects occurring with the prop- 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an approach for extracting adjective lexicalizations with respect to an ontology by analyzing the labels of objects occurring in a given dataset. We showed that the features we selected for this task achieve a reasonable accuracy. We thus introduced a relatively low-cost and accurate method for inducing an adjective lexicon, which can be straightforwardly applied to other ontologies and languages. One aspect of future work is thus to evaluate how well our approach works for languages other than English. Since the features we use are language independent (possibly, with the exception of the part-of-speech tags), it would be very interesting to see whether the model trained on English would also work reasonably well for other languages, in particular German and Spanish, which are covered by M-ATOLL already.
Another important aspect is to indirectly evaluate the resulting lexicon on different tasks such as question answering or natural language generation, as an extensive manual evaluation is not feasible for this large amount of generated data.
